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Abstract: The same IT regulations that apply to other information systems globally do not apply to the 

monitoring of the energy sector or to specific information structures, such as control systems. Industrial control 

systems are also used in the management of essential infrastructure, such as water management systems, nuclear 

power plants, oil and gas installations, and other things. Since system availability rate is important, system 
functionality must be consistent. It is necessary for a system to be fully protected against cyber security flaws, 

risks, and dangers in order to be certified as being impervious to a cyber assault. Methodology: examines and 

evaluates industrial control system cyber security assessments, along with any possible repercussions they might 

have on how accessible Industrial control systems may be used in the energy industry. Understanding the 
Analytical Hierarchy Process' Attitude Toward Behavior Method and the GRA enables one to evaluate 

operational evaluations of the cyber security of industrial control systems. Aspects of security include things like 

confidentiality, accessibility, availability, integrity, authentication, dependability, performance, and reliability. 

A1, A2, A3, A4, and A5 are taken into consideration as alternatives, and durability, survivability, availability, 
maintainability, and accessibility are taken into consideration as assessment criteria. Results: qualities and how 

they affect the cyber security of industrial management systems. To assess the accuracy and sensitivity of the 

findings, the author examined the output from six different programs.  The industrial control system's cyber 

security strategy should use Alternative 1, according to the robustness analysis's findings. This study will be a 
useful tool for creating monitoring and control systems that are safer and more regulated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Every energy infrastructure's brain and spinal cord are control mechanisms. It is made up of broad networks 

of electronically linked devices that are crucial for managing and controlling the production and transportation 

of energy as well as the mining of oil and gas.  A broad term used to describe a range of instruments and 

infrastructure elements used in industries is "industrial control system" [1-3]. Examples include data collection, 

required components, programmable logic controllers, and multi-structural control systems. The chemical, 

sewage and wastewater, energy, natural gas, and oil sectors, as well as the transit sector, all use industrial 

management systems. Operating system defects, organizational problems, and inadequate system maintenance 

all contribute to industrial control system vulnerabilities. A significant blackout could result from a breakdown 

in the monitoring and control systems for the electricity industry. A number of power providers offer power 

system stabilisation devices in the event of a system failure (such as the shutdown of a plant), in order to swiftly 

take control of the system and halt widespread issues. A terminal unit carries out fault diagnosis for the power 

system stabilization systems, a central math unit computes control the flow of information, a central control unit 

makes control choices and outputs control commands [4]. Since most of The Directive's security requirements 

are not fulfilled by advancements in industrial control systems, cyberattacks on the integrity, availability, and 

confidentiality of those systems are possible. As an illustration, the cyber threat to availability disables 

sophisticated information, critical controls, and performance tools. Handling complicated data in resources puts 

integrity at risk, and requests for related data put confidentiality at risk. The gap between industry control 

system cybersecurity issues must be closed and bridged with the help of cybersecurity evaluation [6–8]. 

Industrial systems cannot be sufficiently protected from security practices by cyberattacks or traditional security 

methods. Finding the right technology supplier and consultant is essential for their security given the growing 
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threats to our infrastructure and systems.  Protecting fog locations for industrial controls systems is the authors' 

top priority so that specialists can quickly identify any potentially dangerous or unforeseen activity. In order to 

defend against cyberattacks, we are investigating how to create an industrial control system that is secure and 

equipped with cutting-edge intrusion detection technology.  Reviewing current research on industrial computer 

control encryption and cyber-security issues is crucial before continuing. The cyber security of industrial control 

systems was evaluated and more effectively compiled by the authors [9–15] using multiple criteria decision 

making (MCTM) methods.   To address decision-related issues, a variety of MCDM strategies are offered [16–

18]. In this study, the tentative GRA method for scheduled papers [18–25] was used. GRA is a well-liked 

MCDM method for picking exact solutions from a wide range of options and features. It is essential to 

implement an AHP-based hierarchical MCDM method because the variables involved in determining the cyber 

security of an industrial control system are complex.  In order to choose the best option from a list of options, 

the GRA approach seems to be a useful MCDM technique. Many academics have used this hybrid approach to 

handle issues with decision-making [26–30]. Using a computer in the workplace Cybersecurity's characteristics 

and effects are explored. The consequences of recent cyberattacks are discussed. about safety concerns and 

problems with factory control systems. We will go over the methods, examine control comparisons, conduct 

sensitivity analysis, and discuss the data analysis and findings using a variety of techniques.  In our final section, 

we reach a conclusion for the paper and suggest areas for possible future research. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

An industrial automation system is a collection of related hardware, software, networks, and controllers used 

to manage and/or direct industrial operations. Each process control system runs differently and is designed to 

handle work efficiently and technologically depending on the industry. Each letter explains how to accomplish 

the main goal of data security: • Integrity, which guards against unintentional information loss or damage and 

ensures the accuracy and authenticity of information. • maintaining allowed access and transparency limits 

while remaining discreet to protect data privacy and classified information. Accessibility Make sure information 

is easily accessible and utilised in a timely and accurate manner. Industrial control system availability and 

integrity are more crucial than secrecy in the security triangle. In order to prevent unintentional disturbances to 

computers, they aim to boost availability. Data integrity is vital in control systems. Operations or even safety 

may be significantly impacted if the operator's screen in the command centre does not adequately depict what is 

happening. Compared to industrial control systems, integrity and confidentiality are less of an issue. This is 

valid given that data is ephemeral in the context of industrial control systems like speed, vibration, and 

temperature. Industrial control systems are generally designed to operate as dependably as possible. Industrial 

control systems often have a lifespan of 20 years or more [12–15]. It is difficult to update the security patch as 

well. Regularly assessing the cyber security of an industrial control system may be difficult, especially if the 

study concludes that the system won't be infiltrated. Each year, there are more and more assaults on industrial 

control systems. While some had a large national impact, others were less noteworthy. A significant challenge 

when employing machine learning techniques is acquiring real-time and impartial datasets. Due to internal 

secrecy and consumer privacy issues, many datasets cannot be combined, or they may be missing crucial 

statistical properties. Most sector companies steer clear of exchanging their secured network data due to these 

challenges. Palmer et al. claim that supervised machine learning frameworks may or may not succeed with a 

variety of datasets created under various simulations or testing situations [5]. One of the key elements of an 

industrial control system that has an indirect effect is security. There are two levels of security attributes: Level-

1 represents security and trust with C1 and C2 respectively. Confidentiality, availability, integrity, 

authentication, reliability, performance, and accessibility are all terms used to describe security (level-2). 

Durability, survivability, availability, maintainability, and accessibility are the categories for reliability at level 

2. The following is a description of the characteristics of industrial control systems: A crucial aspect of 

preadolescence is emotional stability. Safety is a crucial element to take into account when purchasing a used 

car. In order to safeguard industrial control systems from malicious assaults, harmful data, and other dangers 

posed by hackers, security is a crucial component. Allowing authorised access to safe and sensitive data is 

referred to as confidentiality from the standpoint of security [24]. Data must be safeguarded against leakage 

because confidentiality is the cornerstone of both cyber security and privacy. Data loses value if it is 

compromised. In the event that hackers alter data or discover secret information, the value of cyber security can 

be lost. Ethical assurance and tenacity see integrity as a challenging quality. Integrity is crucial for collecting 

accurate and relevant data. Confidentiality is the capacity to control and make data available to only authorised 

people. If cyber security industrial control systems can thwart assaults, manage outages, and handle other 

potentially dangerous situations, they are regarded as reliable. It describes a user's capacity to access data or 

resources over time from the perspective of cyber security. Accessibility is the capacity of cyber security to 

regulate user information rights in a safe setting. Some real-world issues call for unique or multiple-choice 

solutions that let consumers select the best decision without relying on a strong foundation from a range of 
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choices. Several researchers [12–14] have addressed this issue and offered an ideal quantitative answer to these 

challenges using MCDM techniques. Particularly the well-known AHP methodology coupled with a fuzzy set 

theory is easier and more efficient than other methods. This has been proven in a number of earlier studies [15–

17]. The scenario has a significant impact on the calculated outcomes if the strategy offers more than one option 

for review during the computational process. In the suggested study, the authors employ a reluctant fuzzy set-

based MCDM methodology, which adds additional efficiency to the results from the standpoint of evaluation. 

Additionally, the effect of cyber security on industrial control systems was investigated using the ARAS 

method. Additionally, the ARAS methodology is used in this study to produce more useful and precise results. 

The ARAS method is the MCDM method that is most suited for testing estimated results. This method's key 

benefit is that it computes the outcome while taking both positive and negative aspects into account. In the first 

few paragraphs, the authors mention a number of safety features for industrial control systems. To determine 

how secure industrial control systems are, availability and integrity are two level-1 criteria that are labelled as 

C1 to C11.  The characteristics of reliability are confidentiality, availability, integrity, and accessibility when 

evaluating the security of industrial controlling systems at level 2. Maintainability, accountability, survivability, 

availability, and accessibility are reliability attributes. Both strategies also priorities the options for outcome 

testing and gather information for the pair-wise assessment matrix. On the other hand, the attributes and options 

are interdependent, as demonstrated by real-world scenarios [31–34] 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
TABLE 1. evaluation parameter  

C1 confidentiality 

C2 availability 

C3 integrity 

C4 authentication 

C5 reliability 

C6 performance and accessibility  

C7 durability 

C8 survivability 

C9 availability 

C10 maintainability 

C11  accessibility 

 

Table 1 demonstrates that the evaluation preference is a value table with the values of secrecy, availability, 

integrity, authentication, dependability, performance, and accessibility. 

 

TABLE 2. data set 

 
 

 Table 2 is given for the data set. A6 values are the lowest and A1 values are the highest.  
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FIGURE 1. For the data set 

TABLE 3. Normalized Data 

 

Table 3 shown that the normalized data for A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 and A6. These values are calculated using 

by formulas. 

TABLE 4. Deviation sequence 

 
 

Table 4 shown that the deviation sequence values and is calculated that the formulas. 

 

TABLE 5. Grey relation coefficient 

 
 

Table 5 A zeta value is constant and a value of 0.5. Table 6 is given for a grey relation coefficient shown in 

figure 3. 
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FIGURE 2 Grey relation coefficients 

TABLE 6. GRA values 

 
 

Table 6 shows the Obtained by using formulas to calculate the GRA values, the result of the method was 

shown above. A1 is highest values for GRA result and A3 lowest values for GRA result showing in figure 4. 

 

 
FIGURE 3. Shown that the graph about GRA values 
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TABLE 7. Rank 

 
Table 7 shows the values concerning the rank are displayed in Table 5. A 1 are ranked first, A 2 are ranked 

third, A 3 are ranked last, A 4 are ranked fourth, A 5 are ranked second, and A 6 are ranked fifth, as shown in 

Figure 3's ranking. 

 
FIGURE 4. shown that the graph about rank 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 
Creating a hybrid dataset that incorporates information from testbed simulation environments or campuses of 

the power sector with a number of important online-accessible datasets is required, in our opinion, for future 

work. In order to evaluate the accuracy of machine learning techniques, we want to expand on our prior work 

from the perspective of industrial control systems with hybrid datasets, such as the one described in [28-35]. On 

the other hand, few studies on intrusion detection were found in the papers we collected. serve as a prototype for 

a standard technical platform that will be used in the future to build testing centers for industrial controlling 

systems. Why provide businesses with a testing environment that is more efficient than a traditional testbed, 

yields result that are more remarkable, and lowers simulation and testing costs. to launch cyberattacks against 

the hybrid surveillance and control system architecture of the energy sector.  It is extremely challenging to 

identify and thwart attacks on control systems at the component level due to the intricacy of malware designed 

to target controllers, such as nil rootkits and attacks. New intrusion detection methods are thus required for 

industrial control systems at the process control level. Machine learning methods have shown to be very 

beneficial in this situation. The major conclusions of the suggested study are listed below. Improvements, study, 

identification, and prioritization of security techniques will result from the focus on industrial control system 

cyber security components. MCDM methodologies are used in studies on the safety evaluation of industrial 

control systems, such as the based GRA strategy. 
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